
Brighouse D versus Halifax C  Lost 16-4 
 

28th. January 2018 
 

We were hoping for success as we were fielding a team whose members are very supportive of each 
other.  
. 

Pair Boards 1-8 Boards 9-16 Boards 17-24 Boards 25-32 Totals 

1.Barbara & Kevin +50 +1040  +300 -2040 -650 

2.Alan & Richard -450   -900 +1290 +360 +300 

3 Deanna & Eric -750     -10         -1340 -2160 -4260 

4.Barbara & Maurice +140 -1170     +40 +1840 +850 

Totals       -1010 -1040   +290 -2000 -3760 

  
In the first 8 boards each North-South partnership made I contract of 3 NT. Any other contracts made 
by them were only part scores.  There was a similar situation for the East-West where each pair made 
a game contract but other successes were part scores.  At the end of these boards Brighouse were 
19 IMPs down which it was hoped was recoverable. 
 
In boards 9 to 16 the successful N-S game contracts were in NTs.  Deanna and Eric’s negative score 
was largely due to their unsuccessful bid of a 4 spade vulnerable contract being doubled and going 
down by 3 tricks.   E-W opponents took charge of the contracts in these boards and they made their  
game contracts which had a negative effect on Brighouse E-W pairs. The overall result on these 
boards was worse than on the first eight boards with Brighouse falling behind by another 21 IMPs to 
give Halifax an interval lead of 40 IMPs.  Brighouse were now in a vulnerable position. 
 
The Brighouse team, nevertheless were up-beat during the tea break.  Halifax provided an appetising 
tea with a variety of sandwiches, pork pies and biscuits. 
 
In boards 17 to 24 Barbara and Kevin had more successes than their opponents.  Deanna and Eric’s 
opponents were successful in achieving a 6NT vulnerable slam (the only one of the match) so their 
score was again depressed.  The E-W pairs had more control of the bidding in these boards which 
greatly contributed to their positive scores e.g. both Alan and Richard and Barbara and Maurice 
gained 12 tricks on Boards 20.  The result on these 8 boards was in favour of Brighouse by 11 IMPs 
which gave an end of round cumulative score of 29 IMPs to Halifax. 
 
In the first two boards of final eight both N-S Brighouse pairs lost to game contracts made by their 
opponents; this situation continued throughout the remaining boards.  This was the most successful 
section for Brighouse E-W pairs both with positive scores and Barbara and Maurice was particularly 
impressive.   
 
In this match success for Brighouse seems to have been in NT contracts.  As a team we wonder if we 
should try to take control of the bidding more often. 
 
 
 


